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	UNIX System Programming for System VR4 (Nutshell Handbooks), 9781565921634 (1565921631), O'Reilly, 1996

	
		Any program worth its salt uses operating system services. Even a simple program, if practical, reads input and produces output. And, most applications have more complex needs. They need to find out the time, use the network, or start and communicate with other processes. Systems programming really means nothing more than writing software that uses these operating system services.UNIX Systems Programming for SVR4 gives you the nitty-gritty details on how UNIX interacts with applications. If you're writing an application from scratch, or if you're porting an application to any System V.4 platform, you need this book.The first part of the book presents simple functions and concepts supported by numerous code fragment examples and short demonstration programs. These examples become building blocks for the application program examples that appear later in the book to illustrate more advanced, complex functions.UNIX Systems Programming for SVR4 is thorough and complete and offers advice on:

		
			Working with low-level I/O routines and the standard I/O library
	
			Creating and deleting files and directories, changing file attributes, processing multiple input streams, file and record locking, and memory-mapped files
	
			Reading, printing, and setting the system time and date
	
			Determining who is logged in, times users log in and out, how to change a program's effective user ID or group ID, and writing set user ID programs
	
			Changing system configuration parameters for resource limits
	
			Creating processes, job control, and signal handling
	
			Using pipes, FIFOs, UNIX-domain sockets, message queues, semaphores, and shared memory for interprocess communication
	
			Reading and setting serial line characteristics including baud rate, echoing, and flow control
	
			Network programming with Berkeley sockets, Transport Layer Interface (TLI), a less popular but more flexible interface to network programming, and the data link provider interface
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Oxidative Stress and Inflammatory Mechanisms in Obesity, Diabetes, and the Metabolic Syndrome (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2007

	Characterized by obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension, metabolic syndrome is associated with the risks of type 2 diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease. Obesity, which increases the incidence of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease and subsequently leads to increased stress and inflammation, appears to play a...


		

Outlook 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The fun and friendly way to manage your busy life with the new Outlook 2013


	As the number one e-mail client and personal information manager, Microsoft Outlook offers a set of uncomplicated features that maximize the management of your e-mail, schedule, and general daily activities, with the least amount of hassle possible....


		

Beautiful Testing: Leading Professionals Reveal How They Improve Software (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2009
Successful software depends as much on scrupulous testing as it does on solid architecture or elegant code. But testing is not a routine process, it's a constant exploration of methods and an evolution of good ideas. 
  
  Beautiful Testing offers 23 essays from 27 leading testers and developers that illustrate the qualities and...




	

Managing Software Requirements: A Use Case Approach, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Despite the wealth of development knowledge, experience, and  tools available today, a substantial percentage of software projects fail, often  because requirements are not correctly determined and defined at the outset, or  are not managed correctly as the project unfolds. This second edition of the  popular text ...


		

Facebook Graph API Development with FlashPackt Publishing, 2010

	This step-by-step book gives you an empty shell of an AS3 Facebook RIA, and guides you through writing the Facebook interaction code by means of fun examples, exercises, and code snippets.This beginner's guide focuses on getting you through all the major learning points in a smooth, logical order. You'll also see how to avoid some...


		

Cryptography for Internet & Database ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Cryptography is the gold standard for security. It is used to protect the transmission and storage of data between two parties by encrypting it into an unreadable format. Cryptography has enabled the first wave of secure transmissions, which has helped fuel the growth of transactions like shopping, banking, and finance over the world's biggest...
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